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THE SUGGESTIVE PROPERTIES OF QUANTUM
MECHANICS WITHOUT THE COLLAPSE POSTULATE
ABSTRACf. Everett proposed resolving the quantum measurement problem by dropping the nonlinear collapse dynamics from quantum mechanics and taking what is left as
a complete physical theory. If one takes such a proposal seriously. then the question
becomes how much of the predictive and explanatory power of the standard theory can
one recover without the collapse postulate and without adding anything else. Quantum
mechanicswithout the collapse postulate has several suggestiveproperties. which we will
consider in some detail. While these properties are not enough to make it acceptable
given the usual standards for a satisfactory physical theory. one might want to exploit
these properties to cook up a satisfactory no-collapse formulation of quantum mechanics.
In considering how this might work. we will seewhy any no-collapse theory must generally
fail to satisfy at least one of tWo plausible-sounding conditions.

1
The standard theory of quantum mechanicstells us that there are two
ways the state of a physical systemmight evolve.1 If no measurement
is made of a system5, its time-evolution is describedby the continuous
linear dynamics. If 5's state at time to is given by II/I(to»s, then its state
at time tl will be given by O(to,tJII/I(to»s, where O(to,tl) is a unitary
operator that dependson the energy properties of 5. But if a measurement is made, then 5 instantaneouslyand nonlinearly jumps into an
eigenstate of the observable being measured, a state where 5 has a
determinate value for the property being measured.If the initial state
is given by II/I)sand if Ix)s is an eigenstateof the observable 0, then
the probability of 5 collapsingto Ix)s is equal to 1<l/Ilx)F,the magnitude
of the projection of 5's premeasurementstate onto the eigenstate.
The linear and nonlinear dynamicsare mutually incompatible in that
they cannot both correctly describe the time-evolution of the same
systemat the same time. The standard theory, however, fails to tell us
what constitutes a measurement,so it doesnot provide a clear criterion
for when to apply the linear dynamicsand when to apply the nonlinear
dynamics. Further, there are at least in principle empirical consequencestQ any criterion one might specify for when to apply one or
the other of thesedynamics.And finally, any criterion one might specify
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for what constitutes a measuring device or other nonlinear system is
bound to look ad hoc unless one can also give some explanation of
how systemsconstructed entirely from fundamental systemsthat each
apparently follow a perfectly linear dynamics end up following a nonlinear dynamics. In short, the standard theory of quantum mechanics
is either logically inconsistentor incomplete in an empirically significant
way. This is the quantum measurementproblem - a resolution would
require one to provide a satisfactoryalternative to the standard theory.
A resolution was proposed by Hugh Everett in 1957.Everett's idea
was to supposethat measurements,just like every other sort of interaction, are perfectly linear. He thus suggestedsimply dropping the nonlinear collapsedynamicsfrom the standardtheory and taking the resulting theory as complete. An immediate reaction might be to argue that
the collapse dynamicsis necessaryfor the empirical adequacyof quantum mechanics.Without a collapse,measuringdeviceswould in general
report a superposition of results, and presumablyno one has ever seen
a measuring device, or any other ordinary macroscopic object, in a
superposition. But this may be too fast - after all, it is not entirely
clear what a superposition would look like.
Given the assumptionthat all interactions are perfectly linear, Everett believed that he was able to provide some insight into what it would
be like to observea systemthat is not in an eigenstateof the observable
being measured. He argued that an observer might measurea system
in a superpositionof eigenstatesof the observablebeing measured,end
up in a superposition of recording the results corresponding to these
various eigenstates,but nonethelesshave the subjectiveexperienceof
an ordinary, determinate result to the measurement. While it is not
entirely clear how Everett's relative-stateformulation of quantum mechanicswassupposedto work, he wasconvincedthat quantum mechanics without the collapse postulate provided a "more general and complete formulation [of quantum mechanics],from which the conventional
formulation can be deduced" (Everett 1957, 315). Here we will take
Everett's proposal to regard the linear dynamics as a complete and
accurate description of the time-evolution of every physical system
seriously, perhaps more seriously than he did, and then examine its
consequences.
One reason for taking Everett's proposal seriously is that there is
someempirical support for believing that physicalsystemsalwaysevolve
linearly. Whenever we have been able to perform the appropriate type
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of experiment, the systemswe have observed have always evolved
linearly. These experiments, however, are generally extremely difficult
to perform. Roughly speaking, the object system must be one that
can be well isolated from interactions with its environment, and the
measurementinteraction itself must be very precise. This means that
we have only been able to perform the appropriate measurementson
very simple systemsthat are easily isolated from their environments.
Even so, our actual experimentshave provided the basisfor something
of an inductive argument for the universal validity of the linear dynamics. It is an inductive argument on the complexity of a system and the
difficulty in isolating it from its environment: we have empirical evidence that very simple easily isolated systems(fundamental particles)
behave linearly, that slightly more complex and difficult to isolate systems (atoms) behave linearly, that slightly more complex and difficult
to isolate systems(small molecules)behave linearly, etc. As we move
to more complex and difficult to isolate systems,the experiments become more difficult to perform and relevant empirical evidence consequently becomes rarer. One might nonethelesstake the evidence we
do have as providing some empirical support for the proposal that all
systemsbehave linearly.
But again, the collapse postulate apparently plays a critical role in
the standard theory of quantum mechanics. Among other things, it
helps to explain why we alwaysget a determinate result to a measurement, why we get the same result when we repeat a measurementon
an undisturbed system, why our measurement results are randomly
distributed and have the relative frequencies that they do, and why
there appear to be nonlocal quantum-mechanicaleffects. In order to
take quantum mechanicswithout the collapse postulate seriously one
must presumably find someway of providing suchexplanationswithout
the collapse postulate. Our initial strategyis to drop the collapse postulate, then see how much we can do without it. It turns out that we can
do more than one might at first imagine but lessthan one might reasonably want.
Quantum mechanicswithout the collapsepostulate, what Albert calls
the "bare" theory, has several properties that seem to be relevant to
recapturing some of what the collapse postulate provides for the standard theory.2 These properties tell us what an observer would report
under specified physical circumstances.For example, if the bare theory
is true, then we can showsuchthings as the following: (1) After making
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a perfect measurement of any observable, an ideal measuring device
M will be in an eigenstate of answering the question "Did you get a
definite, unambiguousresult?" with "Yes", (2) After a secondperfect
measurement of the same observable, M will be in an eigenstate of
answeringthe question "Did you get the sameresult for both measurements?" with "Yes" if the object systemis undisturbed between measurements,(3) If M measuresthe sameobservableof eachof an infinite
number of systemsall in the same initial state, then M will approach
an eigenstateof answering the question "Were your results randomly
distributed with the same relative frequencies the standard theory of
quantum mechanics would predict?" with "Yes" as the number of
observations gets large, and (4) If an appropriate sequenceof EPR
experiments is perfonned on systemsall in the same initial state, then
the measuringdevicesinvolved will approachan eigenstateof answering
the question "Were your results compatiblewith the Bell-type inequalities?" with "No" as the number of observationsgets large.
While such properties are certainly suggestive,we presumably want
more than thesefrom a satisfactoryphysical theory. There will be more
to say about this later, but it may help to have at least a vague idea of
what is at stake from the beginning. According to the bare theory,
an observer who begins in an eigenstate of being ready to make a
measurementwould end up in an eigenstateof reporting that he has
an ordinary, detenninate result to his measurement.This might mean
that the observer believes that he has a detenninate measurement
resu L, but in the context of the bare theory this would not generally
mean that there is any determinate result that the observer believes he
has. Contrary to what Everett and others have claimed, the bare theory
does not make the same empirical predictions as the standard theory;
rather, the bare theory at best provides an explanation for why it might
appear to an observer that the standard theory's empirical predictions
are true when they are in fact false. That is, the bare theory provides
the basisfor claiming in some circumstancesthat some of one's beliefs
are the result of an illusion. It cannot, however, generally do even this.
Each of the bare theory's suggestiveproperties have the fonD 'If suchand-suchphysicalconditions hold for an observerand his object system,
then the observerwould end up in an eigenstateof reporting such-andsuch a belief', but if the bare theory is true, if the linear dynamics
always correctly describes the time-evolution of all physical systems,
then the antecedent conditions would virtually never be satisfied;
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rather, the physical state would typically be a superposition of the
antecedentconditions being satisfied and not being satisfied. Since the
bare theory has little to sayabout what this would be like, it is presumably left with little to say about an observer'sactual experience.
Given that one wants more from a satisfactory version of quantum
mechanics than what the bare theory provides, one might want to
exploit its suggestiveproperties to fonnulate a satisfactory no-collapse
version of quantum mechanics.One strategy would be to supplement
the bare theory with conditions that are as weak as possible yet allow
one to recover much more of the predictive and explanatory power of
the standard theory than the bare theory alone does.The consequences
of adding the following two conditions to the bare theory suggestthe
possibility of a much richer theory that can exploit the suggestiveproperties in making predictions and providing explanations: (1) if the
state of an observer M is an eigenstateof making some report, then M
makes that report; and (2) an ideal observer's reports concerning his
own mental statesand the mental statesof his ideal friends (given that
he has asked them what they believe, etc.) are always true. It turns
out, however. that theseparticular conditionsare too strong- it is impossible to formulate any no-collapse version of quantum mechanicsfor
which both of thesearealwayssatisfied,

2
Let's begin by examiningseveralof the bare theory's suggestiveproperties in order to see precisely what they say and why they are true.
While thesehold for any physicalobservable,we will keep things simple
by considering only spin observablesof spin-l/2 systems.
Supposethat M is a perfect x-spin measuringdevice in the following
sense: it is constructed so that its pointer variable becomesperfectly
correlated with the x-spin of its object systemS without disturbing the
x-spin of S. If S is initially in an x-spin up eigenstate,then M reports
that the result of its measurementis x-spin up and leaves S in the xspin up state, and if S is initially in an x-spin down eigenstate,then M
reports that the result of its measurementis x-spin down and leavesS
in the x-spin down state. Now consider what happens when we take
the linear dynamics to be a complete and accurate description of the
time-evolution of every physical system.
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It follows from how M has been constructed and from the linear
dynamics that if the initial state 11/10)
of M + S is
Ir)M(al i )s + /31i)s)

the state "'I) after M's x-spin measurement
will be
I

(2)

al i )MIi)s + 131
~ )MI~ )s.

Here M's state has become entangled with S's state. Furthermore,
assumingthat a and f3 are both non-zero, II/IJ is not an eigenstateof
M reporting a particular determinate x-spin result; rather, M is in a
superposition of reporting mutually contradictory results. It is, however, easy to show that 11/11> is an eigenstateof M reporting that it got
some determinate x-spin result, either x-spin up or x-spin down.
Determinate Result
Asking M whether it got a determinatex-spin result amountsto measuring a physicalobservableof M. Let tJ be an observable such that
eigenvalue + 1 corresponds to a state where M has the disposition to
report "I did get a determinate result to my x-spin measurement" andeigenvalue -1 corresponds to any orthogonal state.3 Since It) M t )5
correspondsto a state where M has recorded t for the outcome of its
measurement, if M is operating correctly, then it will report that it
obtained a determinate x-spin result when in this state; and since the
same is true for ~)M ~)5, both of these are eigenstatesof tJ with
eigenvalue +1. That is,
I

I

t>1t)M It)5

I

= li)M

It >s and t>.I ~}", I ~}s = I ~)M I ~ )S-

So

Consequently, I/IJ is an eigenvector of t> with eigenvalue + 1, so M
has the disposition to report "1 did get a determinate result to my xspin measurement." Further, if M repeats its measurement, it will
report that its second result agreeswith the first even though, at least
I
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in the ordinary sense, it failed to get a determinate result to either
measurement.
Repeatability

Suppose M makes a secondx-spin measurement. Let M1 and M2 be
the registersM usesto record the first and secondmeasurementresults.
If S is undisturbed between measurements,the state 11/12) after the
second measurementwill be
, ,

al t >Ml
~

I

t )M21t )s + .81~ )Ml I ~ )M2I ~)s

Let (; be an observable such that states where M has the disposition
to report that its first and secondx-spin measurementsagree (that is,
they are both t or both ~) correspondto eigenvalue+ 1. Sinceregisters M1 and M2 agreein the statesrepresentedby t )Ml t )M2, t )s
and I ~)Mll ~ )M21~)s" it follows that
)

(;It)Mlit)M2.

It )s = It

)Mll f )"'21f)s

and

Agreement
Suppose that rather than being interpreted as registers of the same
measuring device, M1 and M2 are taken to be different measuring
devicescapableof comparingtheir results. It immediately follows from
the repeatability property above that if M 1 and M2 compare their
results, they will report that they agree.
Given these properties, then, M will report that it got a detenninate
x-spin result (i or ~) regardlessof whether S is initially in an x-spin
eigenstate;if M remeasuresS, it will report that its secondresult agrees
with its first; and if a secondmeasuring device measuresthe x-spin S
and the two measuring devicescompare results, both will report that
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their results agree. But again, if a and fJ are both non-zero, then none
of these measurementsin fact yield a detenninate result, at least not
in the ordinary sense.There are well-defined statesresulting from M's
interaction with S, but when M reports that it obtained a detenninate

result of i or ~ on its first measurement,for example,its report is
false since I/IJ is not a state whereM hasrecordedthe result i and
it is not a state where M has recorded the result ~, and theseare the
I

only possible determinate results here. While one might reasonably
interpret M's report to meanthat the physicalstateis either Ii )M I i )s
or ~)M ~ )s, while it may evenseemto M that this is the caseif Mis
a sentient observer, M is in fact in a superposition of having recorded
mutually incompatible results. In order for M to correctly determine
its state, it would have to measure an appropriate observable of the
composite systemM + S, but such a measurementwould generally be
very difficult to perform for reasonsmentioned earlier.
I

I

Relative Frequency
Consider a systemT consisting of a measuringdevice M and an infinite
set of systemsSl, S2,S3, . . ., SIt. . ., each of which is initially in the
state al i )5" + /31 ~)5", where i )5" and ~)5" arex-spineigenstates
and
a and /3 are non-zero. Let T" be the system consisting of M's first n
I

I

registers and systems Sl through SIt. The Hilbert space corresponding

to T" is
(7)

1(11

...I(@9'1 @. . . @ Y"-1 \8 9'",

where .,.uis the Hilbert space correspondingto the first n registers of
the measuring device M, 9'1 is the Hilbert spacecorresponding to the
system51, etc.
SupposeM makes an x-spin measurementon each 5n in turn. The
states before and after the nth measurementmight be representedby
elements of Yen.For example, the state of T1 before the first measurement correspondsto the vector

(8)

Ir)M(al t )Sl+ .81! )sJ,

which is an element of 'Jt1. After the first measurement, T1 will be in
the state correspondingto
al t )M 1t )$1 + .81~ )M 1~ )$"
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secondmeasurementis the

state corresponding to

10)

al t , r)M

t )51 + .81 ~ , r) AI

~)51 (al

t )52 + .81~ 52)

and after the second measurement,
821

t >52+
f, f)M Ii )511

a.sl t , ~ >M

+ .sal ~ , t >M

+ ~I ~, ~}MI
There are 2n terms in the vector Il/In} representing the state of Tn after
n measurements when written in this basis.
Let's call this the ..tn-basis, and let the observable ..tn be such that
Tn is in an eigenstate of j(n if and only if M is determinately reporting
a particular sequence of results for the first n measurements. Given
this, one can define a relative-frequency operator Pn(E) such that
Pn(E)ll/In} = Il/In} if and only if..tnll/ln) = All/ln} and (n - m)/n = lap ~ E,
for E> 0, where n - m is the number of t-results that M has after n
measurements. If Tn is in an eigenstate of Pn(E), then M is in an

eigenstateof displaying that the ratio of the number of t-results n - m

to the total number of results n is within E of lap - that is, that the
ratio of t-results to t-results is about what the standard theory would
predict. Note, however, that since Il/In}is not an eigenvectorof ..tn for

any finite n, it is also not an eigenvectorof Pn(E)for any finite n.
Write Il/In} in the Xn-basis, and let Ix< E )n} be the sum of those terms
where the ratio of the number of t-results n - m to the total number
of results n is within E of lap. In other words, let IX(E)n} be the sum

of the terms in the j(n-expansionof Il/In)that are eigenvectorsof Pn( E)
with eigenvalue +1. Note that since 1<X(E)nIX(E)n)12
< 1 for all finite n,
Ix( E)n) does not correspond to the state of any system; rather, Ix( E)n)
is just the orthogonal projection of the state Il/In) onto the A = + 1
eigenspaceof Pn(E). Finally, note that for all n, Ix( E),,) is an eigenvector
of Pn(E) with eigenvalue + 1.
Roughly speaking, the following lemma says that, for all E> 0, the
magnitude of the component of Il/In)that is an eigenvector of Pn( E) with
eigenvalue + 1 goes to one as n gets large. Since the magnitude of Il/In)
is one for all n, this will mean that I';n) must approach an eigenvector
of Pn(E) for all E. We will then interpret this to mean that Tn approaches
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I'. .

. ,

f )$1 152

! }SN-I

l. ~ )s..

~ >5"
with 2n such terms.
We will first partition these terms into equivalence classesby the
relative frequency of t-results in each term, then consider a measure
.unthat assignsa real number to each equivalenceclass.For a given n,
all terms where the number of t-results equals n - m will be in the
same equivalence class £1m.For a given n, .un(OOm)
will be the sum of
the squaresof each of the coefficientsof the terms in OOm.
For a given
n, then, there will be n equivalenceclasses,and

(:) lan-mfJmF,

(13)

1J.n(!»m}
=

which meansthat

;(:,
where

tal2 -

the
E ~ (n

sum

- m)/n

is
~

la"-"'trI2
over

= I<X<E),.Ik<E),.}12,

all

m

such

that

m~ n

and

la2 + E - that is, the sum is over all m where

the ratio of the number of t-results to the total number of results is
within E of I a12. Since it is a basic result of probability theory that

l(x(E),.lx(E'),.)12-.1

as n-+~

CJ
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Given this, it is easy to show that, as n gets large, "",.>gets arbitrarily
close to an eigenvector of P,.(E)with eigenvalue +1.
1. For all E> 0, 1im_~ 1<1/1"
- x(E)"II/I"

THEOREM

- x(E),,)F = o.

Proof. Since Ix( E),,) is an orthogonal projection of 11/1,,)
onto a subspaceof '/(", namely the eigenspacecorrespondingto eigenvalue +1 of

-

F,,(E) , 11/1" X(E),,) is orthogonal to IX(E),,). SO, by the Pythagorean

theorem,
1<1/1"

- x(E)"II/I" - x(E),,>F = 1<~"t~,,>12-1{X(E)"lx(E),,12.

Since 1(r/1,.Ir/1,.>F=
1 for all n and since 1<X(E'),.lx(E'),.>12~1
as n~~,
1(r/1,.

- x(E'),.Ir/1,. - x(E')")12-+

0 as n ~ 00.

0

It follows that if M makesmeasurementsof the x-spin on each system,
then it will approach an eigenstateof answering the question "Were
your results distributed with the samefrequenciesthe standard theory
of quantum mechanics would predict?" with "Yes" as the number
of observations gets large. Or more specifically, M will approach an
eigenstateof reporting that
-

1im~=laF
11-- n
where n

- m is the number of

t-results and n is the total number of

x-spin results. Note that while M approachesan eigenstateof reporting
that it has a determinate sequenceof results that are distributed just as
predicted by ordinary quantum mechanics,it does not approach a state
where it actually has a deterD1inateset of results.
Randomness
As the number of x-spin measurementsgetslarge, T,. also approachesa
state where M would answerthe question "Were your results randomly
distributed?" with "Yes". Given the argument for the relative-frequency property, this is fairly straightforward. Write 11/1,.),
the state of
T,. after n measurements,in the .k,.-basis.Each term in the expansion
will correspond to a different sequenceof measurementresults, and
each sequenceof length n will be representedby some term. For all n,
the norm squared of the coefficient associatedwith each sequence
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determinesa measure,u" on the set of all length n sequencesQ" such
that ,u"(Qn) = 1 and suchthat if the ,un-measure
on the subsetof random
sequencesof Q" goes to one as n gets large, then M would approach
an eigenstateof reporting that its x-spin results were randomly distributed in the limit. So M will approachan eigenstateof reporting that
its results were randomly distributed for any notion of randomness
where the JJ".-measure
of random sequencesof length n goes to one as
n gets large. Presumably any satisfactorynotion of randomnesswould
have this property. Note that since the bare theory is in fact perfectly
deterministic, there is at most the appearanceof randomness.
The relative-frequency and randomnessproperties have the following
corollary: if any single experiment whatsoeveryields a state where the
amplitude of M recording the result r; is Qj, then M will approach a
state where it reports that the result r; is randomly distributed with
relative frequency ai F in the limit as an infinite number of identical
_experimentsare performed. Let's call this the generallimiting property.4
Two concrete exampleswill help to show how general it is.
In theseexampleswe will usethe following three noncommuting spin
observablesof the system 5: x-spin, which has eigenstates t ~)s and
! x)s; z-spin, which has eigenstatesIt :)s= 1/'Y2(1! x)s + t x)s)and
I ! ~)s = 1/V2(1~Z>s -I t x)s); and u-spin, which has eigenstates
It u)s= "/3/21 t ~)s - 1/21 ! x)s and I! u)s = 1/21t x)s + "/3/21 ~ x)s.s
Supposethat 5 is initially in the state t :)s. Observer A measures
x-spin, then observer B measuresu-spin. What is the probability for
each of the possible outcomesof the two measurements?The standard
theory of quantum mechanicstells us that when A measuresthe x-spin
of 5, S will nonlinearly collapse to the state t x)swith probability 1/2
and collapse to the state ! x)s with probability 1/2 - that is, p( t x) =
p( ! x) = 1/2. When B then measuresthe u-spin of S, 5 will similarly
collapseto an eigenstateof u-spin. If 5 initially collapsedto t %)s,then
the probability of It u)sis 3/4 and the probability of ~ u)s is 1/4, but
if S initially collapsed to I ~ ~)s, then the probability of f u)sis 1/4 and
the probability of I ~..>s is 3/4. It follows that p( t and f u) = 3/8,
p( t %and ~ u) = 1/8, p( ~ %and t u) = 1/8, and p( ! %and! u) = 3/8.
Note that thesejoint probabilities are calculatedin the standard theory
by supposing that S collapsesto an eigenstate of x-spin on the first
measurement.
Now supposethat the linear dynamics correctly describesthe evolution of the systems- what relative frequencieswill A and B report in
1

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

1

I

%
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the limit as they perfonn an infinite number of such measurements?
The initial state is

The linear dynamicstells us that after the x-spin measurementthe state
will be
1

!r)a\7i(! f %)A!f %)s+ ! ~ JA I ~ %)S),

~

1

v'3

I t ,,)s I ~ x)...I t ,,}s) + :2:vi2

I

~u}s ~
I

~}A

I

~..>S)'

Consequently, it follows from the bare theory's general limiting property that A and B will approach a state where they report that the
possible outcomes were randomly distributed with the same relative
frequencies predicted by the standard theory: p( t u and t x)

=

[V3/(2vf2)]2 = 3/8. etc.6

For another examplesupposethat two systemsSA and Ss are initially
in the EPR state
(21)
and that A and B make space-like separate measurementsof their
respective systems.When A measuresthe x-spin of SA' the standard
theory predicts that the composite system will collapse to "the state
~ X)SA t x)SB with probability 1/2 and collapse to the state
t X)SA ~x)s. with probability 1/2. This means that p( t x @ A) =
p( ~x @ A) = 1/2. If the compositesystemcollapsesto ~ X)SA t X)S6'
then p( t.. @ B) = 3/4 and p( ~.. @ B) = 1/4. If the composite system
collapses~o t X)SA I ~X)S6' thenp( t .. @ B) = 1/4 and p( ~ .. @ B) =
3/4. So the standard theory predicts that p( t x @ A and t.. @ B) =
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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1/8, p( i x @ A and ~ u @ B) = 3/8, p( ~ x @ A and t u @ B) = 3/8,
and p( ~ x @ A and ~ u @ B) = 1/8.
What does the bare theory predict in the limit as this experiment is
performed an infinite number of times? After A's x-spin measurement
and B's u-spin measurement,the linear dynamicstells us that the state
of the composite system will be
(22)

1

:-"'=;I f ..)BI f Z>..4.
I f .Js.1 f

Z>SA

+ \fj
2"2
V3
2~
+

r t x)A

1

2":;;i21 ~ ..)s

I

~JA ~.>s.1
I

~ .&')SA

So given the general limiting property, A and B will approach an
eigenstateof reporting that their measurementresults were randomly
distributed and statistically correlated in just the wal the standard

theory predicts: p( i x @A and

i u @ B) = [ -1/(2V2)f = 1/8, etc.

Sincein the limit A and B will similarly agreethat they got the statistical
correlations predicted by standard theory for any other pair of spin
observablesand since the standard theory's predictions fail to satisfy
the Bell-type inequalities, if they perform an appropriate sequenceof
different experiments, then they will approach an eigenstate of reporting that their results fail to satisfy the Bell-type inequalities. Since
what happens at A seemsto instantaneouslyinfluence the result of a
measurementat B and the other way around, the observers may be
tempted to conclude that there is a nonlocal causalconnection between
their measurements.Note, however, that sincethe linear dynamicscan
be written in a perfectly local form, there are in fact no nonlocal causal
connectionsin the bare theory. One might explain that since A and B
in fact have no measurementresults, there are in fact no determinate
events that are correlated, so it is not at all surprising that there are
no nonlocal causal connections between events at A and events at
B. Just as reports of determinate results, relative frequencies, and
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randomness would generally be explained by the bare theory as illusions, the apparent nonlocality here would be just that, apparent.

3.
Since the bare theory's suggestiveproperties suggestthe possibility of
accounting for an observer'sreports concerning his own experience as
illusions generated by the linear dynamics, one might be tempted to
take the bare theory to be a complete and accurate physical theory.
There is something perversely attractive in this, but it is very difficult
to take the bare theory to be the whole story. As Albert has argued,
for example, if the bare theory is true, then there will be matters of
fact concerning what we think about the relative frequencies of our
measurementresults only in the limit as the number of those measurements goes to infinity: ". . . if the bare theory is true. . . , then there
can't now be any matter of fact (not withstanding our delusion that
there is one) about what we take those frequenciesto be." Further,
If the bare theory is true, then it seemsextraordinarily unlikely that the present quantum
state of the world can possibly be one of those in which there's even a matter of fact
about whether or not any sentient experimenters exist at all. And of course in the event
that there isn't any matter of fact about whether or not any sentient experimenters exist,
then it becomesunintelligible to inquire. . . about what sorts of things experimenters will
report (Albert 1992, 124-5).

The point again is that the suggestiveproperties at best only tell us
what a good observer would believe about his experiencesin certain
specificcircumstances,circumstancesthat the linear dynamicsitself tells
us would rarely if ever obtain.
Given the suggestiveproperties, then, perhaps the most difficult
question is what to do with them. They are too suggestiveto ignore,
so we ought to exploit them some way. After all, they show us that
much of what the collapsepostulate is supposedto do for the standard
theory can be done in certain circumstanceswith just the linear dynamics. The problem is how to best exploit these properties. One would
presumablywant to add somethingthat would at least ensurethat there
are ordinary matters of fact concerning the mental states of sentient
observers.
As a starting point, let's supposethat the linear dynamicsis a complete and accurate description of the time-evolution of the physical
state and that the following two conditions are satisfied:
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Eigenstatecondition: If the state of an observer M is an
eigenstateof making somereport, then M makesthat report.
Reliability condition: An ideal observer'sreports concerning
his own mental states and the mental states of his ideal
friends (given that they have told him what their mental
statesare, etc.) are alvvaystrue.
The eigenstatecondition is so basic to our understandingof quantummechanical states that it is usually assumedwithout comment. The
reliability condition is also plausible. It may be that real observersfall
short of the ideal, but one would presumablybe surprised to find that
it is physically impossiblefor there to be an ideal observerin this sense.
If it were impossible, then first-person authority would be limited by
our physical theory.
Given the eigenstatecondition, the bare theory's suggestiveproperties tell us what an observer would report in certain circumstances.So
the reliability condition directly determineswhat someof the observer's
beliefs would be in those circumstances.But what about those beliefs
that are not directly determined by the fact that the observer is in an
eigenstate of making a particular report? One answer is that the reliability condition together with thosebeliefs that are directly determined
by the observer's physical state indirectly determine many of those
beliefs that are not.
By assuming that the linear dynamics is universally true and by
imposing the two conditions above, one is forced to conclude that an
observer's mental state is not fully determined by his physical state.
One consequenceof this is that an observer might generally have a
detenninate belief concerning what his experiencehas been even when
his physical state is a superposition of statescorrespondingto different
beliefs. Supposean observer makes a perfect x-spin measurementof
an object systeminitially in an eigenstateof z-spin and ends up in the
physical state predicted by the linear dynamics.The determinate result
property tells us that the observer will report that he got either x-spin
up or x-spin down as the result of his measurement.If we assumethat
the observer's reports concerning his own mental state are true, then
the determinate result property requires his mental state to correspond
to one or the other of the two possiblex-spin results - that is, he must
believe that the result was i or he must believe that the result was
~ . But which belief will he in fact have? The relative-frequency and

randomness properties help here. They require tIlat the observer's
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physical state approach an eigenstatestate of reporting that his measurement results were randomly distributed with the samerelative frequenciespredicted by the standardtheory in the limit. In order for this
report to be true, the observer'smental state would have to approach a
state where his beliefs concerningthe x-spin resultsof his measurements
really were randomly distributed with the appropriate relative frequencies. If we supposethat the observer'smental dynamicsis trial-independent, that the rules that determine which x-spin belief he will end up
with do not change from measurementto measurement, each x-spin
belief would have to be randomly determined by probabilities equal to
the limiting relative frequencies.This means that the result of a single
x-spin measurementof a systeminitially in an eigenstateof z-spin would
with probability 1/2 be x-spin up and with probability 1/2 be x-spin
down, which is just what we want.

4.
While the eigenstateand reliability conditions may serveasa convenient
starting point for exploiting the bare theory's suggestiveproperties and
while they might at first seemplausible, no no-collapseforDlulation of
quantum mechanicscan generally satisfy both of these conditions. In
the limit as an observer M perforDls an infinite number of x-spin measurements,for example, M will approachan eigenstateof reporting that
there existsa determinate sequenceof results that correctly describeshis
experience. But for each possible sequence of results, M will also
approach an eigenstate of denying that that particular sequencecorrectly describes his experience. This is becausethe nOrDl squared of
the coefficient on each terDl of the state after n measurementsIl/In)
written in the kn-basis goesto zero as n gets large. Given this, either
the eigenstatecondition or one of M's reports must be false.
The following is perhapsa more vivid example of what can happen
if one assumesboth the eigenstateand reliability conditions in a nocollapse formulation of quantum mechanics.SupposeM measuresthe
x-spin of each of an infinite sequenceof systemsall initially in eigenstatesof z-spin. By the eigenstatecondition, M will report that he got
a determinate result to each measurement- either x-spin up or x-spin
down. The reliability condition consequentlyrequires there to be some
sequenceof results that M believesthat he got. Supposethat after each
measurementM decideswhether or not to carefully remeasurethe xspin of the system. Supposefurther that an infinite number of M's first-
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measurementresults are x-spin up. presumablythis would happen with
probability one in an empirically adequate formulation of quantum
mechanics,and supposethat by pure chance,say, M decidesto remeasure exactly those systemsthat he got x-spin up for on his first measurement. By the eigenstatecondition, M will report that he got the same
result for both measurementswheneverhe remeasuresa system.So by
the reliability condition and the assumptionthat M remeasuredonly
those systemswhere he got x-spin up for his first result, all of his second
measurementsmust also yield the result x-spin up. On the other hand,
the eigenstate condition together with the relative-frequency and randomnessproperties entail that M will approacha state where he reports
that the second-measurementresults were randomly distributed with
half of the resultsx-spin up. By the reliability condition, then, an infinite
number of M's secondmeasurementsmustfail to yield the result x-spin
up. Since it is impossible for an infinite number of results to be both
x-spin up and not x-spin -up, the eigenstateand reliability conditions
cannot both be true here.
One might want to weaken one or the other of the two conditions.
The eigenstatecondition, for example, might be changedto say that if
the state of an observer M is an eigenstateof making some report, then
with probability one M makes that report. Or one might be willing to
accept the conclusion that no observer car. generally make reliable
reports concerning his own experiences.In any case, the moral here is
that any no-collapsetheory that can make coherent emp~rical predictions in the limit must violate either the eigenstate con,ition or the
reliability condition or both.
5
Quantum mechanicswithout the collapsepostulate has several suggestive properties. These properties tell us what an observer would report
in various situations. If he measuresa systemthat is not in an eigenstate
of the observable being measured, then the linear dynamics together
with what it meansto be a good observertells us that he will nonetheless
report that he got a ordinary, determinatereport. If he carefully repeats
the measurement, then he will report that he got the same result for
the second measurement. If he and his friends carefully measurethe
state of the samesystem, then they will report that their results agree.
Further, as an observer measuresthe same observable of an infinite
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sequenceof identically preparedsystems,he will approachan eigenstate
of reporting that the results were randomly distributed with the usual
relative frequencies. Or stated another way, if any single experiment
whatsoeveryields a state where the amplitude of the observer recording
the result rj is aj, then the observer would approach an eigenstate
of reporting that the result rj was randomly distributed with relative
frequency aj F in the limit as an infinite number of identical experiments were performed. Among other things, this meansthat all of the
joint probabilities come out right in the limit: if, for example, an
appropriate sequenceof EPR experiments were performed, the observers involved would approach an eigenstateof reporting that their
empirical results violate the Bell-type inequalities in just the way the
standard theory does.
The bare theory, however, does not provide what one might reasonably expect from a satisfactory physical theory. It makes determinate
empirical predictions whenever one's object system happens to be in
an eigenstateof the observablebeing measured,but if the linear dynamics is correct, this would virtually never happen. If the object systemis
not in an eigenstateof the observablebeing measured, then the bare
theory provides a basis for explaining why an observer might believe
that he has a determinate belief concerning the result when he in fact
does not. But even this requires the observer to begin in an eigenstate
of being ready to perfOrn1a reliable measurementon the particular
object system, and if the linear dynamicsis correct, this would virtually
never happen. The bare theory's generallimiting property tells us what
an observer would report in the limit as an infinite number of identical
experiments were performed, but whether or not the bare theory is
correct, observerspresumablynever do anything like perform an infinite number of measurementson identically preparedsystems.In short,
the bare theory seemsto have little to say that is directly relevant to
the experiencesof a real observer.
If one adds something like the eigenstate and reliability conditions
to the bare theory, then the suggestiveproperties constrain an observer's beliefs in a way that suggeststhe possibility of a theory that
exploits the suggestiveproperties to make empirical predictions which
are much richer than those of 1he bare theory. While these conditions
may sound plausible, however, it is impossible for any no-collapse
theory to satisfy them.
I
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NOTES
1

Seevon Neumann(1932)for an early exampleof this formulationof quantummechan-

ics.
2

Someof thesepropertieswere stronglysuggestedby Everett (1957).There havebeen

several subsequent attempts to clarify the properties discussedby Everett and to determine their significance: see Hartle (1968), DeWitt (1971), Everett (1973), Graham (1973),
and Albert (1992) for examples.
3 Note that

..)s

tJ is not the identity operator.For example,tJlr)", I t )s ~ Ir)", It )s.

4 The general limiting property holds even if we allow for certain sorts of imperfect

measurements. It can be shown, for example, that it remains true even if M measuresa
slightly different observable in each experiment as long as these observables are distributed about a mean observable in the limit.
S In order to work though these examples the following identities may be useful:
I t

z)s

=

v3/21

i

..)s

+

1/21

~

..)s

and

I ~

z)s

=

-1/21

t

+

v3/21

~

..).5.

6 This state is analogous to the state of M + 51 after one measurement in the argument
for the relative-frequency property. Note that in the argument for the relative-frequency
property, the relative frequencies that M would report in the limit were shown to be
equal to the squaresof the coefficients on the terms corresponding to each possible result
after the first measurement.
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